
Are you organising a conference including 
speakers and presentations divided throughout 
several rooms? If so, we can offer you a unique 
solution with our E! Presenter!

E! PRESENTER

Eventresult, ACS’s  IT label, that represents smart IT 
solutions at conferences and meetings, presents to you, the 
E! Presenter; the solution to easily manage presentations, 
and present without problems. Contrary to what people 
believe, presentation management is not only for large 
conferences. E! Presenter can be used at almost every 
conference that consist of 50 presentations or more.

With the help of E! Presenter, a lot of stress can be removed 
from the congress organiser, starting from the upload process 
before the congress, to the problem-free presenting during 
the congress itself, and the publication of presentations 
after the congress. For the speakers of a conference this 
means that, with the use of E! Presenter, they can carefully 
prepare and give their presentation without any stress.

With the E! Presenter; you save valuable time, 
minimise the chance of errors, and provide 
your conference with a more professional look.

The core of the E! Presenter is the database 
that we build for your conference. Within 
the database, all the presentations can be 
stored and saved prior to the conference. 
All content is stored on a local server as 
soon as it is received, therefore the system 
is not dependent on internet, making 
it very stable, reliable and flexible. 
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 » An user-friendly system that everyone is able to operate 

 » The possibility to upload presentations via internet from 
any location, or at the Speaker Service Centre (SSC)

 » Last minute adjustments to presentations are 
possible, even during the conference itself

 » Speakers can check their name and job title, 
and make any necessary adjustments 

 » System is compatible with PowerPoint, 
Prezi and Keynote presentations

 » In the SSC, the speakers can get familiar 
with the system on location

 » Onsite support from our PowerPoint specialists in the 
SSC, among other things; checking the presentation 
for compatibility with the AV system and making 
sure that videos and effects function correctly 

 » The speakers themselves remain in control 
during the presentation, with the support of a 
fast-responding touch screen, control unit

 » Comfort monitor includes the speaker’s notes, a 
timer and an preview of the following slide

 » Touch screen with laser pointer function

 » The speaker is free to move around the stage 

 » The layout of the upload page can be customised 
and branded with logos, banners and photos

 » There is no maximum amount of presentations 
and rooms can be managed simultaneously

 » Remote room/session monitoring

 » Personal data management Privacy 
Policy in accordance with GDPR

 » Management of presentations from a central database

 » Last minute adjustments in the program can be managed 
quickly and will automatically be transferred to other 
systems, such as the room information display

 » Automatic registration of every presentation

 » Ease of integration with other applications

 » A link to the requirements of the 
Pharmacode (i.e. disclosure slides)

 » Authorisation/copyright features are regulated during 
the upload process (permission for publication)

 » A dashboard with useful data and statistics; 
before, during and after the conference

 » Registration and storage of presentations during 
the conference and the possibility to edit and 
make it available online after the congress

If more features are required, the following 
extensions can easily be added:

 » Webcast; record sessions for direct streaming 
via internet or as recordings for later.

 » Overflow: at the click of a button, video, 
audio and the presentation are distributed 
to a screen elsewhere in the building

 » Room information display and signage; a 
screen placed at the entrance of the room, that 
includes programme and room information

 » Digital lectern and digital faculty table; digital furniture 
with built-in LED screens on which dynamic information 
can be presented, which is legible to the attendees

 » Integrated voting software to increase 
the participation of the delegates

We would be more than happy to advise you on sponsorship 
opportunities, for example; branding the upload page, 
the break slides and the chair tables/lecterns. 

Read more about these specific services on our website or 
ask your ACS contact for an extensive product leaflet. 
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